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C O R P O R A T E  P A R T I C I P A N T S

John T. Stankey AT&T Inc. - President & COO

Randall L. Stephenson AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Stacey S. Maris AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Welcome to the AT&T Annual Stockholder Meeting, Please note that today's meeting is being recorded.

At the end of the meeting, we will have a question-and-answer session. Stockholders of record can submit questions and comments at any time
by clicking on the message icon.

It is now my pleasure to turn today's meeting over to Randall Stephenson, Chairman and CEO of AT&T.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Thank you, and good morning, everyone. On behalf of our Board of Directors, our management team and our employees, I'm pleased to welcome
all of you to AT&T's 2020 Annual Stockholders' Meeting. We're doing this meeting via webcast rather than in person for the first time because of
the COVID-19 pandemic. I'm pleased to say, though, we're nearing 1,400 people that are participating, so we're getting actually better participation
in our meeting than we would have in a face-to-face, so I take some comfort and encouragement from that. I hope that each of you and your
families are doing well during what is obviously a very challenging time.

We're going to begin with the business portion of the meeting, and then I'll give my report on the state of your company, and we'll end by answering
some of your questions. So I'd like to start first by introducing our Board of Directors. Each director has been nominated for reelection: Matt Rose,
our Lead Director and retired Chairman and CEO of Burlington Northern Santa Fe; Sam Di Piazza, former Global CEO of Pricewaterhousecoopers
International; Richard Fisher, former President and CEO of the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas; Scott Ford, member and CEO of Westrock Group and
the former President and CEO of Alltel; Glenn Hutchins, Chairman of North Island and Co-Founder of Silver Lake; Bill Kennard, former U.S. Ambassador
to the European Union and former Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission; Debra Lee, CEO of Leading Women Defined and retired
Chairman and CEO of BET Networks; Stephen Luczo, Managing partner of Crosspoint Capital Partners and Chairman of the Board of Seagate
Technology; Mike McCallister, retired Chairman and CEO of Humana; Beth Mooney, Chairman and CEO of bank holding company, KeyCorp; Cindy
Taylor, President and CEO of Oil States International; and Geoff Yang, Founding Partner and Managing Director of Red Point Ventures and of course,
I'm honored to serve as Chairman of the Board. I also want to recognize a director who is retiring and will not be standing for reelection, Laura
Tyson. She has provided invaluable service to our company to you, our shareholders, and to me personally over a number of years. And Laura, we
just want to take a moment and thank you for your dedication and all that you have done for the shareholders of AT&T over so many years. Thank
you.

With me here in the room today in person is David McAtee, our General Counsel; Stacey Maris, our Corporate Secretary; John Stankey is here, he
is our President and Chief Operating Officer; and John Stephens, our Chief Financial Officer. And also on the line is Chris Chastain. He's the global
assurance partner, representing our auditor, Ernst & Young.

So before we start, some helpful reminders about voting. If you already submitted your proxy, you do not need to vote today. Your shares will be
voted in accordance with the directions you provided in your proxy. If you are a stockholder of record and have not yet submitted your vote or if
you want to change your vote, you may vote today by clicking on Cast your Vote.

So with that, the polls are now open.
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First order of business is we will vote on the election of directors, and this is item #1 in the proxy. The Board has nominated all the incumbent
directors for reelection, except for Laura Tyson, who has retired. There are no other nominees. The name and background of each director can be
found in the proxy statement, and your Board of Directors recommends a vote for each nominee. So if you please vote.

(Voting)

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

The next order of business is ratification of the appointment of Ernst & Young as our independent auditor for 2020, and this is Item #2. And your
Board of Directors recommends a vote for ratification of the appointment of Ernst & Young as our independent auditor, and you can mark your
ballots now.

(Voting)

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

The next item is the advisory vote on executive compensation, which is item #3. The Board's Human Resources Committee has designed an executive
compensation program that aligns the interest of our executives with your interest as stockholders, and your Board recommends a vote for approval
of this proposal.

(Voting)

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Our next 3 proposals were submitted by stockholders, and you can find the full text of each proposal in our proxy materials, and they begin on
Page 13. In addition, we've invited each of the proponents to submit written supporting statements, which will be read in by Stacey Maris, our
Corporate Secretary.

So with that, Stacey, I'm going to hand it to you.

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

Item 4 is the proposal submitted by John Chevedden on behalf of Kenneth Steiner. The proposal is now before the meeting. I understand that Mr.
Chevedden has declined our invitation to submit a statement in support of the proposal. However, the full text of the proposal can be found at
Page 13 of your proxy.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Thank you, Stacey. This proposal deals with separating the titles of Chairman and CEO. And as we have previously said, the Board intends to separate
the Chairman and CEO positions when I retire as CEO. However, it's important for the Board to retain the flexibility to determine the best management
and governance structure for the company, and your Board does not support an approach that would dictate one approach over all others,
regardless of the circumstances. So therefore, your Board recommends a vote against this stockholder proposal.

(Voting)
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Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

The next order of business is a proposal submitted by Jeffrey Rechenbach. This is item 5. The proposal is now before the meeting. Mr. Rechenbach
has submitted the following statement in support of the proposal. My name is Jeff Rechenbach. I am an AT&T retiree, and I serve from various
elected offices of Communications Workers of America. I speak to you representing myself and hereby introduce my shareholder proposal, which
is item 5 in the proxy material. I am here today representing tens of thousands of union families, the frontline workforce of AT&T who keeps this
company running every day throughout the crisis we are all experiencing. This proposal is simple. Our company would benefit from having a
frontline employee perspective on its board. I urge you to vote for proposal 5.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Okay. Thank you, Stacey. And Jeff Rechenbach, if you're listening, it's good to hear your name. I haven't heard from you in a long time. Jeff and I
have hashed out a lot of labor agreements over the years, and it's good to hear from you.

Your Board of Directors believes the current director nominating and evaluation process does allow for the best and most qualified candidates to
be elected to the Board. The Board believes that changing our Board nomination and membership framework, as outlined by this proposal, is
unnecessary and will not enhance stockholder value. Therefore, your Board recommends a vote against this stockholder proposal.

(Voting)

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

The next order of business is the proposal submitted by Jing Zhao. This is item 6. The proposal is now before the meeting. Mr. Zhao has submitted
the following statement in support of the proposal. It is regrettable that our Board opposed my proposal to improve guiding principles of executive
compensation by reducing the executive pay and the CEO pay ratio, especially under the current global and national crisis of the coronavirus
pandemic and economic recession. It is high time for our executives to take the social responsibility on your own initiative as patriotic citizens.
Please vote for proposal item 6.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Thank you, Stacey. The Board's Human Resources Committee has designed an executive compensation program that effectively ties pay to
performance, and it's described in detail in the proxy statement. The Board does not believe our guiding pay principle should be changed as
described in this proposal. As a result, your Board recommends a vote against this stockholder proposal.

Okay. That was the last item that required your vote today. And so with that, after you have voted, give you one moment.

(Voting)

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

The polls are now closed.

That concludes our official business. But while we wait on preliminary voting results, I want to spend a few minutes and talk about the state of your
company. The fact that we're holding our first virtual stockholder meeting reinforces the extraordinary times that we're living in. Our thoughts and
our prayers are with all of those affected by COVID-19 around the world. And here in the United States, our economy has been hit really hard by
these shutdowns. But thanks to many of the services that AT&T provides, much of American society is able to continue. Millions are able to work
remotely. Commerce is still being conducted electronically. Children are being educated from home, and many doctors are accessible from the
home. This didn't just happen. Your company has invested hundreds of billions of dollars to make this connectivity possible. Our dedicated
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employees are working tirelessly through this crisis. They're on the front lines. They're ensuring that our networks meet the demands from
unprecedented volumes of voice calls, text, video streaming. And our Warner Media employees are providing entertainment and critical news, and
I could not be any more proud of them. And if this -- and if meeting the demands of a pandemic weren't enough, they're now out repairing damage
throughout the Southeast from the recent string of vicious storms that ripped through that area. AT&T also operates FirstNet, it's a nationwide
mobile broadband network authorized by Congress and dedicated to our first responders. Our health care providers, governments, military, police,
fire and EMS personnel, they're on the front lines during this crisis, and we all owe them a debt of gratitude. And we're pleased that AT&T is there
beside them to support them with FirstNet. It's a great privilege, but it's also a big responsibility to be an essential business that society counts on
during times like these.

Recognizing the significant role our company plays during a crisis, we constantly stress test our business. We ensure we have the ability to not only
make it through events such as this but that we can also continue to invest in new technologies, products and other items going forward. As a
result, your company has a strong cash position. We have a strong balance sheet, and our core businesses are solid and continue to generate strong
free cash flow, even in today's environment. We finished the first quarter with about $10 billion in cash on hand. We just completed a $5 billion
financing, giving us additional financial flexibility, and we have a $15 billion revolving credit line that we have no plans to use. In light of the
pandemic's economic impact, we've already adjusted our capital allocation plans, and we have suspended all of our share retirements. As a result,
we'll continue investing in critical growth areas like 5G, broadband and HBO Max; we have not changed our commitment to paying the dividend
that you, our shareholders, rely on and expect; and we plan to maintain high credit quality.

We believe this crisis is going to have some lasting implications for how people congregate, work, travel and interact, and nobody really knows
yet the long-term impact on consumer and business behavior. But our early take is that the customer behaviors that we built our company around
will be more pronounced than ever as we move forward. First, we've always believed that consumers will demand more new and original premium
content, and they don't just want more, they want when they want it, where they want it and how they want it. And this crisis has only intensified
those demands. And with our Warner Media assets, we are in an elite position to produce premium TV, theatrical and gaming content at scale. We
have the technology to stream that content to customers all over the world. And under John Stankey's vision and leadership, we'll be launching
HBO Max next month, bringing this long anticipated strategy to fruition that will be starting with our 170 million direct customer relationships.
The other customer behavior that we've built our company around is a consistently growing demand for more connectivity, more bandwidth and
more mobility. In our advanced high-capacity mobile and fiber networks have been designed and architected to meet this demand. We have seen
stunning levels of usage during this crisis, and our networks have performed brilliantly. Bottom line, the events of this crisis have not caused us to
rethink our strategy. In fact, we are convinced this strategy will serve our customers and our communities for many years to come.

Today, we're a fully transformed modern media company, uniquely positioned for long-term success. We have the strongest, most future-ready
wireless network in the world. We have a robust and growing fiber footprint, advanced advertising capabilities and the ability to create and deliver
premium media content across platforms, devices, audiences and geographies. And we're also set, as I mentioned, to launch HBO Max, an advanced
direct-to-consumer offering that we believe is going to be our next great scale business, and we have unique scale.

2019 revenues exceeded $180 billion. EBITDA was $56 billion in 2019. There are only 6 companies in the world that generate more EBITDA than
AT&T.

Our investments matter, not only for our company, but they matter for our nation. And since 2007, the year before the last major financial crisis,
we have invested more in the United States than any public company in any industry. Through this aggressive investment cycle, we kept our
balance sheet and our financials strong. And since the year before the last financial crisis, we have increased our quarterly dividend every year with
an average increase of about 3% per year.

Our dividend payout as a percentage of our free cash flow was 51% at the end of last year. And even with the current crisis, we expect that ratio
to still be in the 60%s for 2020, a very comfortable place for us, and we think we could be at the low end of that range. Bottom line, we've built a
business that endures and thrives even through times of crisis and consistently delivers essential services across the country.

AT&T has been a model of consistency, returning capital to you, our owners, while investing in new technologies, products and our people. Year
in and year out, we return significant levels of capital in the form of dividends and debt reduction, we sustained world-leading investment in our
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core products and services, and we invest in our people by raising wages consistently, providing best-in-class retirement and health care benefits
and offering re-skilling and education opportunities. In fact, since 2007, we've increased our median total compensation per employee, including
health care, to just under $100,000. We've partnered with universities to launch online master's degrees in computer science. Through our online
training programs, AT&T employees have earned nearly 5,000 nanodegrees, and more than 50,000 people worldwide have enrolled in these courses.
And the AT&T Aspire program has committed $550 million to education, mentorships and job training opportunities for millions of students and
adult learners.

And for our retirees, they have the comfort and confidence of knowing that our pension plans are nearly fully funded with no contributions needed
through 2022.

It's been an amazing period of time, and I've had the unique privilege of leading AT&T through an exciting transformation. And so after serving 13
years as AT&T's Chairman and CEO, I will retire as CEO at the end of June. The Board has elected our President and Chief Operating Officer, John
Stankey, to be AT&T's next CEO, effective July 1, and he will be a member of the Board effective June 1. And I'm committed to serving as Executive
Chairman of the Board until this coming January to ensure a smooth transition. Our Board began this succession planning in 2017. And last fall,
the HR Committee, led by Beth Mooney, engaged in an extensive process to identify the next CEO of AT&T. After months of assessing several
internal and external candidates, the Board unanimously agreed that John Stankey was uniquely qualified to lead AT&T. Later this year, our Board
will elect an independent director to chair the Board when I retire next January, and I look forward to partnering with John in the coming months.
John has more than 30 years of accomplished leadership, spanning nearly every area of AT&T's business. And most importantly, he has a terrific
leadership team that's in place. And so John, first of all, congratulations. And if you'd like to say a few words, please do.

John T. Stankey - AT&T Inc. - President & COO

Well, thank you, Randall. I appreciate those nice comments. I'd like to extend my deep appreciation and congratulations to you on your tenure
leading and serving AT&T. I know I speak on behalf of all my coworkers who have benefited from your consistent and tireless dedication to the
company, your professionalism, your integrity, your guts and your drive to always do the right thing. It's been a real gift and a tremendous opportunity
to work and learn from you for the past 15 years, and I look forward to your continued counsel and guidance as I move forward.

I'd also like to extend my thanks and appreciation to the AT&T Board. They're an incredibly talented and diverse group of individuals that I'm really
fortunate to know and work with. I appreciate their confidence and look forward to working with them to guide AT&T to great success in the future.

And finally, to my coworkers, I can honestly say I don't think I saw this coming 35 years ago when I joined the company handling customer requests
for phone service. It's only possible because of the support of the many high-quality individuals I've been fortunate enough to work with over the
course of my career. I'm incredibly honored and so fortunate to have the opportunity to continue this journey with all of you at one of the most
dynamic, challenging and exciting times in our company's long history. My commitment is, you'll get my best every day. Thanks, Randall.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Thank you, John. We're all excited to see you move in to this role.

And with that, what we're going to do is move into the question-and-answer session of the meeting. We're receiving a lot of questions, and we're
not going to be able to address all of them here in this session this morning, but there are a few that tend to be recurring in nature. Want to spend
a bit of time here, trying to address these as much as we can. If we don't answer your specific question, we will respond and make sure that you
get an answer to the question that you have sent in, so you have our commitment to do this.
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Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

One of the questions that we seem to be receiving, it centers around CNN, and their questions are coming from a lot of different perspectives. And
so maybe what I'll do is just start off by spending a moment talking about CNN. And whether it's CNN or Fox News, ABC, these are really unique
businesses. They're all members of the press. And all of these entities are afforded protections under the first amendment of our constitution. And
I believe those protections are enshrined in the first amendment because they are first in importance. They are tantamount to a free society. And
if there's no free press, there are no free people. We believe that. The press and CNN have a very specific role to play, that is to hold those in power
accountable, and that includes CEOs like myself. It includes politicians, whether it's a city council or the President of the United States. And when
we acquired Time Warner, I committed that we would not interfere with the editorial independence of CNN. And we have remained true to that
commitment. That does not mean that CNN is free to report facts and events purely according to their political or ideological bias. Those first
amendment protections, they come with responsibilities. And the responsibility primarily is for accuracy and truth. The folks of CNN hold themselves,
and our Board holds them accountable to standards of journalistic integrity, accuracy and truth. And those standards are well-known inside CNN,
and we demand adherence to those standards. And we may not all agree with the opinions expressed, but you have our commitment to aim high
when it comes to reporting with accuracy and truth. So with that, Stacey, what are the questions you want to address?

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

We received some questions about COVID-19 and how exposed AT&T's businesses from an economic recession caused by the pandemic.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Yes. This is a -- it's a good question. And by the way, I have John Stankey here with me, so I may tap into him for comments on these as well.

But first of all, as you heard me discuss in the comments, your company is in pretty solid shape. And coming into this pandemic, the balance sheet
is strong, the cash position is strong, the dividend is secure. We feel very comfortable with the dividend level. And as it relates to the cash flows
coming in, the capital structure is in its good place. And so from a financial standing standpoint, we're in a good place.

Now just think about the core services that your company offers. They're proving to be very resilient, not only resilient, but important in a time like
this. And just look at what's happening to the volumes on these networks as we go through this pandemic and people are working from home.
The volumes are surging. They're surging to levels that we've not seen before, and we take a lot of comfort that the networks are performing so
well. But it's just proof that these networks, the products and services we provide, whether it's the connectivity, broadband, wireless or the content.
Usage of content has skyrocketed during this while people are sequestered at home. The viewership of CNN has skyrocketed.

So actually, we look at what's going on right now and how consumers are interacting with all of our various services, and we think we're well
positioned to work through a time like this. And we've been through a lot of crises before. And whether it's 9/11 or the financial crisis, and now
this one, and we always come through these in good stead. We're very conservative as we manage our balance sheet, take care of our people as
we go through times like this. And invariably, we tend to come out of these times stronger.

So John, would you add anything?

John T. Stankey - AT&T Inc. - President & COO

Yes. I would just add one thing. I think your points are right on the money, and we have services that are so relevant to society that allows for the
business to remain strong during this period of times. But underlying that is the fact that we're still able to offer those services to our customers,
and we're able to do that because of, I think, some exceptional planning and operational performance on behalf of the members of AT&T and the
employees here, a lot of careful planning, a lot of cooperation with our labor partners and then our employees that are willing to come in every
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day and perform this work and get it done in a safe and effective manner so that our business can continue and elements of commerce and society
can continue. And I think that's one of the big strengths of us moving through difficult times like this.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

I couldn't agree more with that. When the time of crisis comes, our people run -- tend to run in, and they're accustomed to that, and this has been
no different. Stacey, what are the questions?

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

So we had some questions about the dividend and whether AT&T will cut the dividend.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

I hope through my comments that I just made earlier in response to the prior question and then in our earnings call earlier this week, we talked at
length about this and that the position your company is in. We're actually in a very good position from a financial standpoint. And as I said, when
you look at our free cash flow that we generated last year, we paid out 50% of that free cash flow [and] the dividend. That's just a very comfortable
place for us as a company. And even with the crisis this year, we're looking at that being in the 60% range this year. And again, that's just a comfortable
place, and so we feel like the dividend is very secure. And we recognize that those of you on this call, shareholders of AT&T, that is a very important
element of your investment portfolio, the cash returns from AT&T. And so you just -- we're committed to continuing that dividend.

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

We've also gotten some questions about 5G and how different it will be from 4G and when it will be available for iPhone.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Well, since I have the guy who's been building 5G out and was actually actively involved in building our 4G network, John, why don't you talk about
it, (inaudible) of 4 and 5G?

John T. Stankey - AT&T Inc. - President & COO

So I think [it] -- there's a lot of different ways you come at this. But at the most fundamental level, if I think about 4G, it was a technology that brought
all the value and capabilities of the Internet to handsets and to tablets, [all] your ability to stream video in a robust fashion, perform commerce,
stay connected all the time wherever you went really at the scale and the kind of quality of service that you might have typically seen in your home
on a fixed broadband connection.

5G brings the quality, the value and the abilities of the Internet to everything else, not just handsets and tablets. It literally can bring it to your car,
into the medical device in the hospital [and] the piece of equipment on the factory floor. It builds a wireless network that is a network that can
literally connect just about anything in the society, and that begins to open up so many new possibilities, whether it be autonomous vehicles or
bringing intelligence into the manufacturing floor to control the accuracy of manufacturing and the productivity of the factory floor. It just opens
up an entirely new set of possibilities because the network is, as you would expect, faster and able to carry more data, but it's also able to connect
just an inordinate number of devices that will really allow us to realize that possibility of the connected society.
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Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Very good.

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

Where will AT&T's revenue growth come from over the next few years?

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Well, you just heard a dissertation on the platform for the next revenue growth for AT&T: 5G. And as you think about the deployment of 4G, as we
were deploying those networks, none of us could have conceived of services like Uber and services like Airbnb and all the platforms that came
from this, and the utility of that network would be so critical to all of us carrying these computers around in our pocket. Listening to John describe
where 5G is going, these are just whole new forms of revenues coming off of business applications. And I can assure you, as much as John talked
about the details, we don't know what all these services are going to be. But we are confident that every time we put a new level of connectivity,
performance and capability out there, these markets are so amazing, and there will be a whole new level of dependence on these new capabilities
and growth that growth will materialize from that. And so we're investing aggressively here to make sure we're at the front of it.

There's another place where we're anticipating and starting to experience serious revenue growth that we think will be relevant over the next
number of years. And then as you heard in my comments, I referenced to FirstNet. FirstNet is a network that the government contracted for us to
build for our first-responder community. And so we're building nationwide, a very robust network dedicated just to our first responders, and we
are well down the road of building this network. And during this crisis, the utilization of this network by our first-responder community has been
overwhelming. And the first responders' experience has been a terrific experience, and it is fueling a lot of the wireless growth that you saw in our
first quarter results. So this FirstNet service and capability is going to be very, very important to us for a number of years.

And then I will tell you the area we are most excited about right now, and I also referenced this in my comments, is HBO Max. When we acquired
Warner Media, we acquired an amazing library of content. We acquired an amazing production capability for producing premium content. And
John Stankey and his team are building a direct-to-consumer business, where all of that content is going to be curated, assembled and delivered
to our customers and stream directly to the customer. We think the opportunity here is in the millions of customers, tens of millions of customers,
and we're going aggressively after this. We will be launching that product on May 27, and we have very, very high expectations for this.

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

So our last question was on HBO Max about -- to your point, how it differs from HBO and Netflix.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Well, the gentleman who's the -- the mastermind behind HBO Max is sitting here. John, why don't you talk about HBO Max?

John T. Stankey - AT&T Inc. - President & COO

It differs from HBO, and it takes what's great and makes it even better. It's twice the content of HBO, and it's done in the exact same fashion as to
how we thought about HBO, which is highly curated, high-quality, compelling stories that people will love and enjoy. And what's better about it
is it broadens the number of people that might find the stories interesting. It gets a broader demographic. It's something for everybody in the
family, whether it's great content for your children that they might enjoy or something that's special for the teenager in the household or the
mother or father or anybody else. And HBO Max takes our great learnings of how we engineer a service like HBO and extend it even further, and
we do it at a compelling price. It's the same as HBO with twice as much content and put a fabulous customer experience around it that you can
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take anywhere you want to go to consume and enjoy that content at whatever time you want to watch it with a great deep library, and you'll fall
in love with it.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

This is going to be good. We are all very, very excited about HBO Max around here. So stay tuned, May 27. We hope you go out and subscribe to
the service. You're really going to enjoy it. If you're a premium AT&T customer, whether wireless or premium TV, you'll actually get that service as
part of your normal bundle. So this is exciting.

Okay. Look, we have so many questions, and there is no way we're going to be able to get to these. I think we have, as you look at these, the broad
categories of those that (inaudible) seem to be most prevalent. And so what we'll do is we're going to stop the Q&A right now, and we will answer
every one of your questions that have been submitted.

And so with that, why don't we go to the preliminary voting results, Stacey?

P R E S E N T A T I O N

Stacey S. Maris - AT&T Inc. - Senior VP, Assistant General Counsel & Secretary

The first item is the election of directors. Each of the 13 nominees received at least 92.7% in favor of reelection. Therefore, all 13 nominees are
reelected.

For item number 2, the ratification of Ernst & Young as AT&T's independent auditor, there were 95.8% votes cast in favor. As a result, Ernst & Young
will be our independent auditors for 2020.

Item number 3, the advisory vote on executive compensation. There were 87.9% votes for the proposal.

Item number 4, the proposal regarding an independent Chairman was defeated, receiving only 40.2% of votes cast,

Item number 5, the stockholder proposal asking that AT&T add an employee representative to the Board was defeated, receiving only 7.6% of
votes cast.

Item number 6, the stockholder proposal asking that AT&T improved guiding principles of executive compensation was also defeated, receiving
only 8.7% of votes cast.

Randall L. Stephenson - AT&T Inc. - Chairman & CEO

Okay. Thank you, Stacey. Well, listen, I will close by just saying it's been a privilege to work for AT&T for 38 years and to lead this iconic American
company for the past 13 years. And I want to end by expressing my heartfelt gratitude to AT&T's employees. They have just never cease to amaze
me by their commitment, their resilience, their courage and their creativity. For more than 143 years now, AT&T has provided an essential
communication service to customers around the world, helping to drive commerce and strengthen the economy, and we will most certainly
continue on that record under John Stankey's leadership as CEO.

So please stay safe, stay healthy. Thank you again, and we look forward to seeing you.
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Operator

Ladies and gentlemen, that concludes our conference call for today. Thank you for participating. You may now disconnect. Everyone, have a great
day.
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